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sign a free trade agreement
with Morocco soon. The

European Commission’s trade
chief Cecilia Malmstroem said

on Tuesday that the deal
would be a “very positive

step”. Spain sees economic
opportunity from the deal, and

has welcomed Morocco’s
openness to the deal. “A broad-

based and balanced trade
agreement with Morocco

would strengthen European
trade in the North African

country which ranks 24th in
the world in terms of exports
to Europe,” said a statement

released on behalf of the
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Spanish foreign office by its
spokesman Luis Miguel Villar
Mir. After the deal, “we will

ensure that the opportunities
created for both trade partners
are optimised,” it added. And

although it brought no
surprises, a recent statement
by the EU agricultural chief

Andrus Ansip appeared to give
a sense of how the deal would

work. “The agreement will
include agri-food sectors that

are of importance to both
parties, such as textiles,

shoes, tobacco and spirits. It
will also be inclusive and

sensitive to environmental
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concerns,” the commission’s
trade chief said. Morocco is

already in talks with the EU on
a digital trade deal. On

Tuesday, the Moroccan king
broke the news of the trade

deal between the two and EU
officials. Now the ball is in the

EU’s court. “We will begin
negotiations with Morocco on a

conclusion of the free trade
agreement in the framework of
the WTO,” said Malmstroem.

The trade commissioner told a
news conference that the deal

was crucial to encourage
investment and help boost

jobs in a region where
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unemployment is high. Recent
investment in Morocco was
$9.1 billion, with more than

20,000 jobs and 37,000 export
posts created, Malmstroem

said. Najat Vallaud-Belkacem,
a member of French president

Emmanuel Macron’s La
République en Marche (LREM)

party and minister for
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